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It saddens me to inform readers of this Newsletter that Walter Hart WWII Veteran 
and a very popular member of the RAMC Reunited Reunions passed away on 3rd 
April 2019. His funeral will be take place on 4th April 2019.  Rest In Peace Walter. 
Heartfelt Condolences and Deep Sympathy go out to Walter’s family from all Past 
and Current members of the RAMC. 
 
 

  

 
The official MoD discount service for the Armed Forces, Veterans and Armed Forces 
Community. 
 
Defence Discount Service provides discounts both online and on the high street for 
members of the Armed Forces, Veterans and Armed Forces Community. 



Defence Discount Service is home of the Defence Privilege Card, the vetted discount 
card that can be used in stores, restaurants and venues to obtain armed forces  
discounts. This discount card allows Veterans and the Armed Forces Community to 
have a card that can allow them to receive military discounts. 
 
WHO QUALIFIES? 
 Serving Armed Forces; Reserve Forces; Spouses/Partners of serving personnel; 
HM Armed Forces Veterans (ex serving); MoD Civil Servants; Bereaved Family 
Members War/Service Widow(er) s; Cadet Forces (over 16); NATO Personnel in the 
UK. 
 
Visit the following link to join:  https://www.defencediscountservice.co.uk/ 
 
 

 
 
TICKETS FOR TROOPS 

 
You are eligible to apply for tickets through “Tickets for Troops” if you are a *serving 
member of HM Armed Forces, or have been medically discharged from the Forces 
since the commencement of military action in Afghanistan in 2001.  If you qualify to 
apply for tickets for “Tickets For Troops.” then register at:  
https://www.ticketsfortroops.org.uk/ 
 
*Serving members include both Regulars and Reserves. 
*serving members must have a valid MoD 90 (Service ID Card) and Service ID 
number to register and use the tickets available on this site. Those who have been 
medically discharged must enter the Service ID Number issued to them whilst 
serving in the HM Forces. 
 
 

 
NETLEY ABBEY MATTERS 

 
Readers can peruse the past lives and times of Netley Abbey Village by going to the 
following link 
 
 
https://www.netleyabbeymatters.co.uk/?fbclid=IwAR3zPIFMsoGpcLU0iqRTIaxuLrlP0
NAq5vGQY8qqZBJJC8w77X4oWAnPu1U 
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EDITOR’S CORNER 

 

ALL ABOUT BLOOD PRESSURE 

 

What is blood pressure? Blood pressure is the force of your blood against your artery 

walls. When you have your blood pressure checked the reading has two numbers; 

one on top and one on bottom. 

The top number is your systolic pressure. This is the force of your blood in your 

arteries when your heart beats. The bottom number is your diastolic pressure. This is 

the force of your blood in your arteries when your heart relaxes in-between beats.  

Normal blood pressure would be a reading of 120/80 or lower. High blood pressure 

would be a reading of 140/90 or higher. If you have high blood pressure you are at a 

greater risk of a stroke or heart and kidney disease.  

Many things can cause high blood pressure including physical inactivity, tobacco and 

alcohol use, stress and your diet. These are only a few things. Certain medical 

conditions and medications can also cause high blood pressure. 

High blood pressure can cause your body to have certain effects. For instance it can 

cause a stroke. The high pressure can cause a weakened blood vessel to break 

causing it to bleed into the brain; thus leaving you with a stroke.  

High blood pressure can also sometimes cause your blood vessels in your eyes to 

bleed or burst. If this happens your vision will be blurred or impaired and might even 

result in blindness. Another reason it is best to keep control on your blood pressure. 

Along with a stroke or kidney disease high blood pressure can also cause a heart 

attack. Your arteries are what bring blood carrying oxygen to your heart muscle. If 

your heart is not getting enough oxygen you will experience chest pain. If the blood 

flow is blocked as well you will experience a heart attack. 

Congestive Heart Failure is very common among people with high blood pressure. 

This is a very serious condition where your heart cannot pump enough blood to 

supply the needs of your body. It is never too late to start taking control of your 

health starting with your blood pressure. 

Anyone can develop high blood pressure, even children. It is more common for 

African Americans to develop it. Many of us will develop high blood pressure as they 

age but that doesn't mean it is healthy.  

Obesity plays a role in high blood pressure. If you are overweight you are at a higher 

risk of having high blood pressure as well as a stroke or heart disease. Try to lose at 

least ten pounds and this will help lower your blood pressure significantly. 

Eating a healthy diet is a great way to lower or control your blood pressure. Limit 

your intake of salt and sodium and introduce more fresh fruits and vegetables into 



your diet. Once you establish your healthy diet you will have less worry of developing 

high blood pressure. 

You should always have your blood pressure checked at your regular doctor visits. If 

you have high blood pressure and are concerned you can easily monitor from home. 

If you do this you want to have your doctor look at your home monitoring device to 

help ensure it is effective and you are operating it correctly. 

Keep track of your blood pressure readings so you can see what is helping and what 

isn't. Sometimes regular lifestyle changes alone won't help as much as they would 

combined with blood pressure medication. Your doctor will be able to tell you what 

the best option for your needs would be. 

INTERESTING READING FOR MEMBERS 

 
I would like to thank Di Donnelly for bringing the following to my attention. 
 
SEPTEMBER 1920 EDITION OF THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ARMY 
MEDICAL CORPS  
 
https://lookaside.fbsbx.com/file/Journal%20September%201920.pdf?token=AWyBFT
1IYbctuVbemdza3syPRz3zV1Oe0m_E_8jeyoN6nJaPNXCqTl2GckljFNqY-
Hh4MmPFvyarEeCDUXxeLaxoyhRP1ycWyUIlPdA3Igr-
uRdHiaNnKvJlNEHdyNmL_3_-9kxRWzELDVhNfYbkVZB6 
 
NURSE WRITERS OF THE GREAT WAR 
 
https://lookaside.fbsbx.com/file/nurse%20writers%20of%20the%20great%20war.pdf
?token=AWxL0NQ1XXng7ZtcmIZtc6HDkZT095yK3vAikfolqgdoyueoLOROwonOgdc
ndd807k3mm5hnzYEP7BK8bo8nK327--t4NN3MZF6oq6ZMAGQ90x9pwnQ-
1Wpq7HL95WoNl7oZPnj1P9gJUVlTciE8Iidm 

 
 
TURNING OF THE PAGE CEREMONY – WESTMINSTER ABBEY 

 

DATE      UNIT 

6th April 2019   3 Medical Regiment 
11th May 2019   34 Field Hospital 
6th July 2019    201 Field Hospital 
5th October 2019   5 Medical Regiment 
7th December 2019   205 Field Hospital 
 
The Books are at the front of Westminster Abbey under the RAMC windows. 
The Ceremony always starts at 1100 hours sharp. 
 
Those wishing to attend should be in at the designated location before 
1045hrs so that they can be in position and, if they need a seat then earlier as 
there are only approximately 20 seats. 
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Those attending should state that they are attending the RAMC Service and will be 
allowed in. 
 
Those members who are unable to travel can now view the Books of Remembrance 
by going to: 
 
http://www.ramcassociation.org.uk/remembrance/our-online-book-of-remembrance 
 
 

 

 
 

Our Rewards for Forces website is free to join for life, however we do offer an 
optional Rewards ID Card that unlocks additional benefits (restaurants, theme parks 
and high street offers). It's a one off fee of £12.00 and includes a hard copy of the 
Rewards Discount Directory full of discounts. 

Rewards for Forces is your perfect discount site for  
(but not limited to): 

Serving Royal Navy 
Serving Royal Marines 
Serving British Army 
Serving Royal Air Force 
Reserve Forces (RNR, RMR, RAFVR, AR) 
MoD Civil Servants 
NATO Personnel 
Veterans 
Cadets 
Royal British Legion Members 
Partners/Spouses 
Visiting Canadian Forces (Serving and Ex-Serving) 
Visiting US Forces (Serving and Ex-Serving) 
Visiting APOD Members 
FANY (PRVC) 
 
If you are interested in registering for Rewards for Forces then visit the following 
link: https://www.rewardsforforces.co.uk/main.php 
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NORTHERN IRELAND VETERANS ADVISORY AND PENSIONS 
COMMITTEE 

 
Northern Ireland Veterans Advisory and Pensions Committee (VAPC) is mandated to 
provide a summary of membership, activities undertaken, engagements and future 
plans. These reports are produced on an annual basis, collated by Veterans UK and 
submitted to the Minister for Defence People and Veterans. 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/vapc-northern-ireland-committee-
annual-reports?utm_source=69691b2d-8e14-4fa7-a808-
fcf88e2acf62&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-
notifications&utm_content=weekly 
 
 
 

A TRIBUTE TO THE ROYAL MARINES OF PORTSMOUTH 
 

Check out this superb video tribute put together by local filmmaker Jay Pycroft of 
Extreme Productions UK which he made about the Royal Marines Museum featuring 
a poem by Bugler Alan Piner (BEM) about the barracks in the city read by Richard 
Baker.   Visit the following link;  
 
https://www.facebook.com/93.7ExpressFM/videos/vb.173197896083891/782864532
080378/?type=2&theater 
 
You can also hear Bugler Piner’s son, Colour Sergeant Bugler Russel Piner, Royal 
Marines School of Music Portsmouth playing The Last Post in the video. 

 
 
RAMC SOLDIERS UNDERGOING STRETCHER BEARER TRAINING 
 
I am sure a large number of readers will recall going to the pictures and watching the 
British Pathe News come up on the screen just prior to the main film being shown.  
 
The following link shows members of the RAMC undergoing stretcher bearer 
training; 
 
https://www.facebook.com/100000058026601/videos/2803266773018563/UzpfSTYz
NTg4NTc4MTpWSzoyMDc0OTAyOTA1OTIwMzI5/ 
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CALLING NOTICE RAMC/RADC APPRENTICES COLLEGE 

SEPTEMBER INTAKE 1979. 40 YEAR REUNION. 

Gentlemen, please find this the calling notice to officially invite you to the above 
event being held at the ARC (TA Centre) Bligny House, Copthorne Bks, Copthorne 
Road, Shrewsbury. SY3 8LZ. 
 
The date of this event is Saturday 14th September 2019 @ 1900-2330. 
This invitation also includes invitations for any partners, wives and girlfriends who 
you wish to bring along. 
 
The cost of this event is £20.00 for any attending ex or still serving apprentice or 
member of permanent staff and £10.00 per guest.  The dress will be mufti i.e. blazer 
and chinos or sports jacket or suit, shirt and tie, Regt or A/College old boys tie.  
 
Details of the BAC account are as follows 202 (FD) HOSPITAL RAMC CENTRAL 
BANK ACCOUNT Acct No.00171885 Sort Code 30-94-74 please use the reference 
A Coll 40th Anniversary and your name as we will be able to check who has paid, 
the monies will be taken out nearer the date to pay for buffet and ED pay for the 
chefs etc.  
 
If there are any funds left after the function they will be donated to charity, if you pay 
and cannot attend then there will be no refunds your payment will be given to charity. 
There will also be a bucket being passed  
 
Please note that the ARC is a military establishment and it is expected that we 
restrict ourselves to those areas that have been allocated there will also be a gate 
guard who will have the nominal roll of those persons attending this event, there is 
limited parking. However, the centre is only a short walk from Shrewsbury Town 
Centre. 
 
Please forward your intention to attend and confirm of payment to Mr Keith Jones at 
Keith.jones@sky.com so he can prepare a spread sheet with attendees. 
The buffet will be curry a veg option and another choice for those who don’t like curry 
and dessert. 
 
Anybody who has any photos that they wish to display on the photo boards then 
please forward those in hard copy to, WO2 A Jackson, C Detachment, 202 Field 
Hospital, Army Reserve Centre, Copthorne Bks, Copthorne Rd, Shrewsbury SY3 
8LZ, please have them printed in A4 size wherever possible.  
 
 
 

COMBAT STRESS HELPLINE 
 
Telephone 0800-138-1619 
Text 07537-404-719 
E-Mail helpline@combatstress.org.uk 
 
 

mailto:Keith.jones@sky.com
mailto:helpline@combatstress.org.uk


AN EQUAL BURDEN: THE MEN OF THE ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS IN 
THE FIRST WORLD WAR 
 

 
 
An Equal Burden is the first scholarly study of the Army Medical Services in the First 
World War.  The author Jessica Meyer focuses on the roles and experiences of the 
men of the Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC). Though they were not professional 
medical caregivers, they were called upon to provide urgent medical care and, as 
non-combatants, were forbidden from carrying weapons. Their role in the war effort 
was quite unique and warranting of further study.  
 
Structured both chronologically and thematically, An Equal Burden examines the 
work that RAMC rankers undertook and its importance to the running of the chain of 
medical evacuation. It additionally explores the gendered status of these men within 
the medical, military, and cultural hierarchies of a society engaged in total war. 
Through close readings of official documents, personal papers, and cultural 
representations, Meyer argues that the ranks of the RAMC formed a space in which 
non-commissioned servicemen, through their many roles, defined and redefined 
medical caregiving as men's work in wartime. The book is on sale through 
amazon.co.uk and is a bit pricey.     
 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/0198824165?ref%5F=sr%5F1%5F3&crid=1T
NHMZUO6N2ZN&keywords=royal%20army%20medical%20corps&qid=1552242600
&s=gateway&sprefix=royal%20army%20%2Caps%2C144&sr=8-
3&fbclid=IwAR1znozYyJMPOnz%5FqXxumhbK7kYyr5a5QybFZCsNcKU0zT7DNYa
kPLBwFVM&pldnSite=1 
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THE LIFESAVERS OF WW1 
 
Today nurses and paramedics are a key part of front line medical care at home and 
abroad, but during the First World War female nurses administering first aid on the 
front line was a new concept. One which inevitably saved thousands who otherwise 
would not have survived. 
 
Please visit the following link for more information on this article “Lifesavers of WW1” 
 

https://www.britishlegion.org.uk/remembrance/ww1-centenary/thank-
you/what-is-thank-you/women/the-lifesavers-of-
ww1/?fbclid=IwAR14Ub09ba2N24sBAKUfFBdbrc9ew67cdK2RlM59v1fs
hsQMSFlBDEwAKeM 
 
 

MILITARY CHARITY RIDERS RECOGNISED FOR HONOURING 
FALLEN SOLDIERS 

 
The Union Flag that once flew in commemoration of fallen soldiers as they were 
repatriated back into Britain, has been awarded to the Riders Branch of the Royal 
British Legion. 
 
Further information on this subject can be obtained by members going to: 
   
https://www.forces.net/news/uk/royal-british-legion-riders-recognised-honouring-
fallen-soldiers 
 

 
DR WILLIAM ‘BILL’ FRANKLAND MBE RAMC 
 

 
 

 
Alfred William Frankland was born on 19th March 1912 in the town of Battle, Sussex 
and was born an identical twin. His brother John Ashlin Frankland died in 1995 aged 
83. 
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Dr Frankland served with the RAMC during World War II, and was captured and held 
by the Japanese for three and a half years of that time.  He would later recall 
“medically as a prisoner of war, we saw conditions which are now unknown” 
 
In his words, from a press release a few years ago; 
 
“We were on our way to form a new general hospital in Johor Bahru. But when we 
arrived it was decided that there would be no new hospital and we would be split into 
two groups. 
 
“I spun a coin and went to Tanglin Military Hospital and my friend went to Alexandra 
Military Hospital. It was three days before Pearl Harbour.” 
Two months later on Friday 13th February 1942, known as Black Friday, allied forces 
were in full retreat as the Japanese seized most of the reservoirs leaving the city with 
only seven days water supply. 
 
Caught under constant heavy mortar fire Bill transferred his patients from Tanglin to 
a makeshift hospital in the Fullerton Theatre in the centre of Singapore. 
When the Japanese invaded Singapore Bill’s friend and colleague was murdered 
along with nursing staff and patients, one in the middle of surgery, as the marauding 
soldiers, armed with bayonets, and ignoring a white flag of truce stormed the 
Alexandra Hospital on a killing spree. 
 
Bill recalls: “The Japanese had no plans on how they would deal with prisoners. We 
were sent to Changi. It was an 18 mile march, but I went by lorry with my patients. 
There was a lot of dysentery and after six months we were all starving. I was looking 
after one of the dysentery wards and saw little of the Japanese. Our guards were 
mostly Koreans and later Indians.” 
 
But soon the POWs were being sent to work on the notorious Thai-Burma death 
railway. Bill was transferred to a working camp, formerly a British Artillery Barracks 
on Pulau Blakang Mati Island, known then as ‘Hell Island’, now known as Sentosa. 
He remembers: “I never saw the sea, even on the island. In the camp there were 75 
per cent Australians and men from the British 18th Division. In my working group I 
knew every man personally. We lived off meagre rations of rice and everyone 
suffered from gross starvation. All we could think of was food. When we could we ate 
rats, mice and dogs.”  
 
Apart from chronic dysentery other tropical diseases such as malaria, dengue fever 
and starvation beriberi were rife amongst the prisoners. However, even this didn’t 
save them from the relentless forced labour instigated by their captors. 
“The Japanese kept us all busy. If my sick parade got too large a Japanese private, 
non-medical would take my sick parade and put them to work if they were strong 
enough to stand. 
 
“If the men’s behaviour was bad the Japanese would bash the officers. They would 
line us up and just punch us in the face.  “The best bashing I ever had was when I 
was knocked unconscious. I didn’t feel much but when I got up I realised I had lost a 
tooth.”   
 



“Once a soldier came up to me and said he was going to kill me and he tried but I 
survived it. I think at the time it may have been in revenge for some allied victory 
abroad.” 
 
Those who attempted to get away ran a hazardous course with the Japanese paying 
local people 100 dollars to give up escapees. 
 
He said: “I looked after a marvellous man who had tried to escape. He had ulcerated 
legs, dysentery, malaria, beriberi and starvation. After two months he was getting 
better and I was about to return him to his unit when a police officer from the much 
feared KEMPI Military Police came round with an armoured guard of Sikhs. 
 
“They ordered him to dig his own grave but he was much too weak to do it so the 
Sikhs had to dig the grave. They were then ordered to shoot him but only one hit him 
so the police officer finished him off with a pistol.” 
 
In May 1945, Australian troops landed in Borneo and British, American and Chinese 
forces defeated the Japanese in Burma, while American forces also moved towards 
Japan, capturing the islands of Iwo Jima and finally Okinawa. 
 
Each corner of the prison parade ground was covered by machine gun posts. There 
was a Japanese order that if the Americans set foot in Japan all POWs were to be 
killed. This would include 120,000 in all.” 
 
Bill paid respect to those who lost their lives 
 
“When the atom bomb was dropped we thought the war was finished but the local 
Japanese command said it wasn’t and fired on the VJ planes coming over 
Singapore. Five or six days after VJ day we asked to see a Japanese officer. It was 
a very risky thing to ask anything from a Japanese officer but we wanted to be 
released.  The next day they were allowed to leave Blakang Mati and went back to 
Singapore Island. It would be Bill’s first taste of freedom for three and a half years. 
Bill remembers: “I was flown from Singapore to Rangoon 12 days after VJ day. 
There was this marvellous Red Cross woman at the airport who gave me 
sandwiches. It was the first time I’d had bread in over three years. 
 
“Shortly after I was examined by a doctor who pressed my stomach and said I had 
an enlarged spleen. But I said ‘no ‘it’s bread!’ But he still had me admitted to 
hospital.” 
 
Arriving back in England in November he recalls: “The first thing I was asked was 
whether I wanted to see a psychiatrist. I said ‘no, I want to see my wife’.” 
Less than two months later Bill was back at work at St Mary’s Hospital in 
Paddington.  
 
In 1946 Dr Frankland a renowned allergist post-war academic career began with 
working in the Allergy Department of St Mary’s Hospital, London. He and his 
Colleagues undertook a series of trials on between 25,000 and 30,000 patients, 
which proved that antihistamine tablets neither reduced nor increased the incidence 



of pollen asthma. He has continued to contribute articles to academic journals 
beyond his official retirement and his 100th birthday. 
 
During the 1950s Frankland served as a registrar to Alexander Fleming in the 
development of penicillin. The two had a daily meeting, but due to Fleming’s lack of 
interest in clinical medicine, Frankland has said that he cannot recall a patient ever 
being discussed.  Later, Frankland wrote a chapter on penicillin for a book edited by 
Fleming. Although largely content with the initial draft, Fleming is reported to have 
replaced Frankland’s closing comment that “due to increased use, allergy to 
penicillin is expected to increase” with “due to increased purity (of production), 
allergy to penicillin is likely to decrease.”  Frankland has since acknowledged that 
Fleming may have been "partly right" because the quality of penicillin production at 
the time was poor. In 1954, Frankland published "Prophylaxis of summer Hay-fever 
and Asthma".[5] The article reported the results of a trial involving 200 patients with 
previous histories of grass pollen sensitivity half treated with active vaccines, and 
half with inactive 'control' vaccines. 
 
 
The results suggested that the active vaccines were much more effective in reducing 
allergy symptoms than the controls. The study was notable for being the first in the 
field which used randomised, controlled methods and a standardised approach to 
every patient.  The trial, along with his work on the pollen count, was one of the 
contributing factors to Frankland being awarded the EAACI (The European Academy 
of Allergy and Clinical Immunology (EAACI) is an association of clinicians, 
researchers and allied health professionals, dedicated to improving the health of 
people affected by allergic diseases) Noon Award for significant contributions to 
immunotherapy. 
 
In 1979 Frankland treated Iraq’s then president Saddam Hussein. Contacted to visit 
a VIP in Baghdad having trouble with asthma, Frankland advised Hussein this was 
not the case and to give up his habit of 40 cigarettes a day. Frankland has said “To 
my lasting regret, I told him that was his trouble and that if he carried on, in another 
two years he wouldn’t be head of state. I heard some time later that he had had a 
disagreement with his secretary of state for health, so he took him outside and shot 
him. Maybe I was lucky.”  Hussein was executed in Baghdad 30 December 2006 
following the 2003 invasion of Iraq. 
 
Frankland retired from his job at St Mary's Hospital at 65, but was then offered an 
unpaid consultancy role in the Department of Medicine at Guy’s Hospital. He worked 
at Guy's on this basis for twenty years on peanut anaphylaxis and paediatric 
allergies. After retiring from Guy's he continued to participate in academic life by 
attending conferences and publishing articles in journals. 
 
In February 2012, Frankland appeared as an expert witness in a British court. The 
accused had claimed that a vehicle crash in which he was involved was caused by 
his losing control following a bee sting. Although Frankland agreed with the defence 
that such a scenario was possible, he gave an opinion that delayed-response 
reactions to bee stings only occurred after there had been initial symptoms following 
the sting. In this case there had not been such symptoms, and the accused was 
found guilty. 



In 2015, he appeared in an episode of the BBC 2 TV series Britain's Greatest 
Generation and as a guest on BBC Radio 4's Desert Island Discs. In June 2015, at 
the age of 103, he was awarded an MBE for services to allergy research. In July 
2015 he was the oldest recipient of the badge of the Order of Mercy. 
  
Frankland continued to publish; at age 100 he authored "100 years of allergen 
immunotherapy", and most recently co-authoring, "Flight Lieutenant Peach's 
observations on Burning Feet Syndrome in Far Eastern Prisoners of War 1942–45" 
in the journal QJM (QJM, in the past subtitled Monthly Journal of the Association of 
Physicians and now An International Journal of Medicine, is a British peer-reviewed 
medical journal which was established in October 1907 as the Quarterly Journal of 
Medicine. Originally published quarterly, it changed to being a monthly publication at 
the beginning of 1985. While retaining its original initials for continuity, its name was 
changed in recognition of its new frequency of publication. ) in 2016. 
 
 
Dr Frankland is involved with the following professional and charitable associations; 
 
British Society for Allergy and Clinical Immunology 
 
In 1948, Frankland was instrumental in the creation of the British Association of 
Allergists. The speakers at the Association's inaugural meeting included Sir Henry 
Dale, pharmacologist and chairman of the board at the Wellcome Trust, and Dr John 
Freeman. In 1962 the Association became the British Allergy Society, and Frankland 
served as President between 1963 and 1966. The Society became the British 
Society for Allergy and Clinical Immunology (BSACI) in 1973. 
 
International Association of Aerobiology 
 
Frankland is a founder member (in 1970) and President 
 
Anaphylaxis Campaign 
 
Frankland is President of the Anaphylaxis Campaign, the UK charity for severe 
allergy issues 
 

 
 
Dr Bill Frankland was awarded the 2006 Clemens von Pirquet Medal for Outstanding 
Contributions in Clinical Research. 
 



THE BRITISH IN NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA  
 

Exhibition in the Landtag Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf, 4th May – 2nd 
June 2019 

 
 

The British contributed to shaping the State of North Rhine-Westphalia: They 
founded it, they organized it on a democratic basis and left a huge cultural footprint. 
From the 4th of May through to the 2nd of June the North Rhine-Westphalia State 
Parliament will present the British in North Rhine-Westphalia” exhibition in order to 
generate discussion with a wider public and encourage reflection on NRW’s joint 
Anglo German history.  
 
The bilingual exhibition, curated by Dr. Bettina Blum, will display approx. 300 exhibits 
on 150 square meters (photos, various objects, audio-visual media, and 
reproductions of documents). It throws a new light on the numerous and varied 
Anglo-German relationships, dating from 1945 through to the present day. An array 
of topics will be covered, ranging from the requisitioning of housing to cooperation at 
the workplace, the celebration of carnival and sport events, experiences of binational 
couples and families up to the problems of learning a new language, the military 
exercises and social debates concerning the relationship between the military and 
society. Glimpses of life in the British barracks and settlements provide an additional 
insight into how the soldiers and families lived in and experienced North Rhine-
Westphalia. The exhibition ends with the question “What remains?” and will 
incorporate the views and thoughts from the visitors. 
 
The exhibition is based on the successful “British in Westphalia” exhibition that was 
held in Paderborn in 2017/18. It has been reconceptualized especially for the NRW 
State Parliament and contains numerous photos and objects specific to the Rhein 
area – including objects from the former Headquarters at Mönchengladbach. About 
300 people have participated in the project – Britons and Germans of all ages, 
including students, members of the military and civilians. They shared their 
knowledge and their memories and provided objects, photos and documents. The 
exhibition therefore presents many new and also very individual and personal 
perspectives that should invoke discussion.  
 
Opening times and guided tours:  
 
The exhibition can be visited Saturdays and Sundays from 11 am to 5 pm. The 
entrance is free of charge.   
 
With effect from 9th May 2019, guided tours in English and German can be 
booked by groups of all sizes. The tours through the exhibition will be available at the 
weekends between 11:00 - 16.00 hours, and weekdays between 10.00 and 15.00 
hours (Fridays up to 13.00 hours). They are free of charge. The duration of the 
guided tours is approx. 60 minutes. We will gladly integrate your personal interests, 
where possible. 
 
English-spoken guided tours by a contemporary witness will also be available. 
The tours will be held by Roy McIntosh, who will convey general historical 



information, as well as talk about his own personal experiences as a soldier in NRW 
during the seventies.  
 
For group bookings contact: Briten-Ausstellung@landtag.nrw.de 
  
If you have questions concerning the exhibition, the tours, or any special 
requirements, please contact Dr. Bettina Blum: bettina-blum@web.de 
  
We look forward to seeing you there. 

 
30th ANNIVERSARY OF 19 FIELD AMBULANCE RAMC GOING TO 
THE GULF 
 

 
 
Does the above Newspaper article published in the Colchester 
Gazette on Wednesday 3rd October 1990 stir up any memories? 
 
I approached Steve Wood the former RSM, 19 Field Ambulance RAMC following a 
post he placed on FB. It is coming up to the 30th Anniversary in October when 
members of the unit were attached to 24 Airmobile Field Ambulance and 33 Field 
Hospital in order to bring their respective ORBATs up to full strength and ready to go 
off to the Gulf War. Having read the article that he submitted, I felt that former 
members of the unit may wish to add their account and submit an article to cover 
their experience of joining their respective unit and returning to Colchester.  Those 
former unit members who wish to contribute to the article please contact Derek 
Saunders with a draft copy of the article in the first instance at boilbiter@hotmail.com 

 
I intend publishing the complete article in the September issue of the Newsletter 
along with cartoons that Derek Saunders drew of the “Daily adventures of Combat 
Snake” and look forward to reading the completed article. 

Briten-Ausstellung@landtag.nrw.de%20
bettina-blum@web.de%20
boilbiter@hotmail.com


RAMC CHARITY AGM 

The following is an announcement by Colonel Mark Pemberton Representative 

Colonel Commandant RAMC which I have extracted from the RAMC Association 

Facebook Group for members of the newsletter to read. 

 

“Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I hope you are aware that the RAMC Charity AGM will be held at Camberley on the 

1st of May. There are two important matters that will form part of the Agenda: the 

election of a new Chairman of the RAMC Association; and the formal announcement 

by the Trustees of a proposal to alter the Memorandum and Articles of the RAMC 

Charity Company. 

The Vote for Association Chairman will be by a simple majority of members present. 

Please note that under the constitution the voting "Members" are the Association 

Branches (one vote per Branch) and the Trustees, so please do all you can to 

ensure that your Branch Representative is properly appointed and can attend. 

The proposition to amend the constitution is part of the process involving both 

Company and Charity Law. Once announced, the proposition will be forwarded to 

the Charity Commission and if they are satisfied put to a postal vote of Company 

Members (again the Trustees and the Branches). Although this sounds dramatic the 

aim is housekeeping, amending the documents to reflect minor changes in law, and 

major changes in appointment titles (with DGAMS and Corps RSM RAMC no longer 

existing we need to ensure we can adopt their replacements as Trustees). We will 

also seek to allow the Trustees to appoint the Chairman of Benevolence as a 

Trustee, and to formally disassociate the Charity from the RAMC Journal. There are 

other minor but legally important changes that have been described in several letters 

and via RAMC Reunited, and all will be put to the membership prior to being 

enacted. 

May I once again encourage Branches to appoint their voting delegate and ensure 

that he or she attends the meeting on the 1st. 

Regards, 

Mark Pemberton 

Representative Colonel Commandant RAMC” 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



ABSENT BRETHERN 
 
Brian Walsh passed away on 15th February 2019 in Dusseldorf where he lived with 
his wife Margaret since leaving the Service. Brian served in the RAMC I believe as a 
Psychiatric Nurse. 
 
Walter Hart passed away on 3rd April 2018 and his funeral was held on 4th April 
2019. 


